Performing Industry Analysis

The Industry tab reports provide a powerful framework to deliver data from the FactSet Market Indices (FMI) database. These easy-to-use reports provide a fast, top-level glance at the key metrics, ratios, estimates, economic reports, and key economic indicators that are driving the markets.

Enter a company’s identifier and the Industry tab will automatically select its industry and country.

Quickly switch between Overviews, Economic, Financials, Estimates, Transactions reports and more depending on the identifier, each specifically tailored to analyze the industry selected.

Click public and private companies in the Key Industry Players section to view additional details and launch reports.

Click ratio values to view a three-year historical trend chart or audit reports.

Click ratio values to launch All Estimates, Broker Outlook, and Price Chart reports.

Click section titles to launch applications for deeper analysis such as Interactive Charting, Idea Screening, and All Estimates.

Scroll down in the Snapshot report to spot trends using the time series charts for Sales Outlook, Earnings Outlook, EPS Consensus Trends, Price/Earnings, and more.

TIP > A subscription to FactSet Market Aggregates (FMA) is required to access Industry tab reports.
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